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Podcasting – An Overview
The following booklet is a summary of the free podcasting overview lecture presented by the
External Relations Podcasting Team. These notes are from the presentation on the 2nd February
2018. The Podcasting Team regularly host similar free lectures for UoM staff and the public
throughout the year. To receive updates on all things podcasting, email podcastingteam@unimelb.edu.au, and subscribe to our blog: https://blogs.unimelb.edu.au/podhub/
What exactly is a podcast anyway? The term ‘podcast’ was coined in 2004 as a portmanteau of
‘iPod’ and ‘broadcast’. The man responsible is BBC journalist Ben Hammersley, who was toying
with terms for audio blogging and guerrilla media. ‘Podcast’ entered the Oxford Dictionary in 2005.
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External Relations – Servicing You!
STUDIO 757 …is a purpose-built podcast studio and is a free University resource.
•

Bookings are via currently via Chris Hatzis or the podcasting team email but eventually it will
be on an Outlook calendar. It comes with a sound engineer who will help record your audio.

POD HUB … is a UoM community interested in audio and podcasting.
•

We run meet-ups that feature internal and external podcasters. Our new BFFs are
Melbourne Podcasters - we go to their meet-ups too.

•

We have a blog called Sound Ideas that has resources for all podcasters.

•

We run Podcast Training at UoM. Some of you can make an episode of 5 Things About…

UNIVERSITY PODCASTS … we make them for you, that is, for UoM.
•

Eavesdrop on Experts – this podcast services all faculties, please pitch your academics or
visiting academics to the producers (Chris Hatzis and Andi Horvath) How to pitch will be on
Staff Hub soon. (Meanwhile email us)

•

Up Close (archived) – no longer in production but a terrific archive we use for Pursuit links.

•

New pilot podcasts coming soon – Starting Somewhere is a 10-episode series on
employability and internships. Plus, another project on academic story telling is yet to be
named. (Producers: Buffy Gorilla and Ben Pawson)

UNIVERSITY SERVICES
•

We offer advice, expertise, and experience. We especially are keen to talk to you if you are
setting up a podcast, to share stuff we have learned and gleaned from the industry. Plus, we
love to get out of the office and meet real people face to face. We listen to so many voices
through headphones, plus the ones in our heads … it can get weird. We need human
contact!

External Relations is here to showcase your talent (i.e. present their research on Eavesdrop on
Experts) or work with you when training (i.e. co-produce on Five Things About).
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Meet The Podcasting Team
Our primary email is podcasting-team@unimelb.edu.au
We are:
•
•
•
•

Dr Andi Horvath – Podcast Coordinator/Co-producer of Eavesdrop on Experts (part-time)
Chris Hatzis – Producer of Eavesdrop on Experts/Audio Engineer (part-time)
Buffy Gorrilla – Producer of Starting Somewhere (part-time)
Silvi Vann-Wall – Production Assistant (casual)

We are also:
•
•

Arch Cuthbertson – Audio Engineer of Five Things About (Fridays only)
Gavin Nebauer – Audio Engineer (part time – on loan from Arts while the Horwood Studio is
out of action).

Note: Other than Studio 757, there is the Horwood studio. It is an amazing studio. You can book it
through Gavin Nebauer. However, it is not a shared university facility, and there is a cost to use it.

Audio and the Pod-Sphere: Help A Friend Find A Podcast!
Market research shows 1 in 2 people discover new podcasts by word of mouth. Find a podcast
you like (google ‘podcast’ and a topic of interest) and start talking about it!
Podcast ‘discovery’ is still a challenge for the industry. It may change soon with smart speakers,
like Amazon’s Alexa or Google Home, which will play podcasts when commanded to by voice. For
now, keep listening to the podcasts you like and telling others about the benefits on social media
and in person.
Exercise: Via iTunes (the podcast tab) or a podcast app of your choice (Podcast Addict, Google
Play, Spotify, etc.), search for an obscure topic & find a podcast. Take note of how many podcasts
appear – there’s at least one for just about everything!
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“Podcasting might be thought of as a form of academic gift” – Les Back.
•

Les Back is a professor of sociology at Goldsmiths, University of London and an author. His
work focuses on the issues of race, racism, popular culture and belonging. He’s the author
of The Art of Listening (2007), and he co-edited three volumes of The Auditory Cultures
Reader (2003).

The Academic Gift: Our very own UoM academic Dave McCrae started podcasting for his students
(he hosts the popular Talking Indonesia) to capture interviews with other academics and
commentators about Indonesian politics. He was also concerned the media had limited voices about
Indonesian politics. His students love it (they’re his primary audience) and now journalists and
Government bodies also love to listen to it (they’re the secondary audience). That’s how it became
one of the most successful podcasts on UoM campus. Talking Indonesia is an example of an
effective public-spirited academic making a difference, one podcast at a time.
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Why Are Podcasts Hot Again? aka Audio Killed The Video
Star??

One in four Americans have listened to a podcast in the last month.

•

Competition: podcasts are overshadowed by other digital platforms like Facebook, etc. but
compete well with YouTube and other streaming services.

•

Access: the purple podcast app appeared on iPhone in 2012, later on Pocket Casts, etc.

•

Story: the popular true-crime podcast Serial was released in Oct, 2014. By Feb, 2015 it had
68 million downloads, and in April 2017 over 250 million downloads. The rest is history.

•

Mobility: technology like smart cars, smart speakers, etc. allows you to listen on the go – all
podcasts, all the time!

Exercise: What’s a podcast that you listen to? Why do you like it, and what are your motivations for
listening? Is it one you always go back to?
The answer to these questions is vital to the design of the podcast you are going to make.
What are you passionate about?
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The Audio Medium IS The Message
Why choose audio over text, images, video, graphics, and animations?
•

Audio captures emotion and passion better than text

•

There are nine different ways of saying the word ‘yes’ – and in fact probably more

•

Audio can be better than pictures because it’s a theatre of the mind

•

Story is the world’s first ‘virtual reality’ – we don’t turn to story to escape reality, but to
navigate reality

•

What makes an audio story compelling? Surprise, conflict, and where “yearning meets
obstacle” - to mention a few things.
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Audio Advantage?!
Podcasts are not just rehashed ‘radio’ online.

-A podcast is a piece of audio made available
online, which the listener typically downloads
to their smartphone or laptop.
-They are very often speech-based because
of restrictions on the use of commercial
music.
-Podcasts differ from live radio because you can choose to listen to them
when you want, rather than in an allotted timeslot - kind of like how Netflix
or Stan differ from live TV.
-They can be bespoke specialist content or simply a downloadable
version of a previously-broadcast radio show.
-"I think podcasts are very different from mainstream broadcasting, it's like
the difference between blogging and print.”
-"Like blogs, the quality of podcasts is variable. There's a big difference
between people who blog and people who actually get published."
-Podcasts celebrate the oral tradition of storytelling (humankind’s first
virtual reality show -we listen to the words and hallucinate the story’s
visuals). There's is a lot of information about how are brains are hard wired for stories.

Podcasts have the power to reshape our worlds and even change our behaviour.
Andi started using a ‘keep cup’ after listening to one of our podcasts.
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Andi: Unexpected Outcome in Bagging Area - this episode of Eavesdrop on Experts changed me!
Exercise: After listening to the Keep Cup story above, take note of how you feel. What could you
get people to change with your podcast?

Five Powerful Things About Podcasting:
1. ANY TOPIC, ANY TIME: curate your on-demand content on-the-go.
2. RELIEF: from commercials and the FM sound (alternative ads are still okay).
3. LONG FORM STORIES: that don’t have to end before the news.
4. NO SCREEN EXHAUSTION: your eyes and brain will thank you.
5. TRANSFORMATION: new learning, new worlds, new perspectives.
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Successful Podcasts
A successful podcast is…
•

USEFUL to audiences, e.g. they solve a problem.
o

•

FOCUSED ON CONNECTION to the listener.
o

•

education, entertainment, inspiration.

authenticity, transformation, community and interaction, real and unique.

IMMERSIVE – which comes from quality control.
o

content quality + presentation quality + production quality = immersion.

By useful to audiences we mean:
•

It educates, i.e. it’s great for teaching and learning and documenting.

•

It entertains by telling a story, and transporting a listener to somewhere else.

•

It inspires and it motivates the listener to take the next steps, grow a business, change their
lives.

•

Some do all three – so work out what is the primary objective for your primary audience.
(Keep the focus on primary audiences, secondary audiences are a bonus.)

Authenticity is key for successful podcasts who know their audiences. It’s what builds trust and a
meaningful connection with your niche. Know yourself and know your audience, and find the
intersection and solve the quandary for them.
You can even interact with the niche! It’s wise to ask audiences what they need. For example,
when launching your podcast, set up a ‘contact me’ page and maybe even allow for voicemail
messages you can use in your next episode.
By quality control we mean:
•

Content quality: is your content good enough that others will care? Is it so good that others
want to share it?

•

Presentation quality: how well are you (and your talent) communicating the content?

•

Production quality: is your editing (or lack thereof) distracting from the message?

•

Was the recording not as optimal as it could have been?

•

Note: Non-attention to the quality control triptych makes for a bad podcast.
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The Research
People under
30 don’t own
radios

The Infinite Dial 2017 - Edison Research
www.edisonresearch.com/infinite-dial-2017/
•

The 2017 Infinite Dial Study by Edison Research and Triton Digital unveils the
latest research around digital audio, social media, mobile, smart speakers,
and podcast consumption. Podcasting continues to be a growth medium.

The Podcast Consumer Australia 2017 - Edison Research
www.edisonresearch.com/podcast-consumer-australia-2017/
•

The Podcast Consumer Australia 2017 is a first look at this growing platform in Australia.
Patterned on a similar report in the USA, this information adds to Edison's worldwide dataset
on Podcasting.

The Podcast Consumer 2017 - Edison Research

www.edisonresearch.com/the-podcast-consumer-2017/
•

The Podcast Consumer 2017, the latest in Edison's annual study of the medium, contains
all new data on podcast users in America.

Podcast Survey - ABC
www.abc.net.au/xmlpublic/radio/podcasts/Podcast-Survey-2017-Final-External.pdf
. • Podcast Awareness is high in Australia, with 89% of Australians aged 18-75 claiming to be
aware of podcasts. Strong awareness was also noted in Edison's The Infinite Dial Australia (72%
among Australians 12+). Just over half of Australians 18-75 claim to have tried listening
to podcasts.
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Making A Podcast
Be ready to commit!
If you are looking to grow a community, be seen as an expert, reach and impact (global) audiences,
maybe even increase sales and revenue…
Consider starting a podcast.
Remember you still have External Relations to showcase your research and talent (visiting and
local). Please pitch your talent to producers by emailing us at podcasting-team@unimelb.edu.au

Pre-Production – production – Post-Production
Most of podcast production is actually pre-production and post-production. You’ll need to focus on:
•

Purpose – Topic, niche, content, format, style, artwork, show notes.

•

Planning – Hardware, gear, software, studio, process, work flow.

•

Production – Recording WAV, editing, EQs, master, exporting MP3.

•

Publish – hosts, RSS feeds, iTunes, metrics, downloads, subscribers.

•

Promotion – launch, social media, marketing.

Exercise: Try to do a podcast without the letter P (or B)!
When used in everyday conversation, Ps and Bs (unlike Qs) cause mini explosions (pops or
‘plosives’), hence why microphones have ‘pop filters’. Watch your plosives!
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Purpose
If you get this right, the rest falls into place. Purpose ties in with ‘what’, to ‘who’ and ‘why’, which
directs ‘how’ and ‘when’ and ‘where’.

NICHE
•

Who must you talk to and why? Who is it for? Don’t say everyone.

•

Who is your ideal listener? There is no ‘everybody’. Your niece and your uncle and work
colleague are most likely very different audiences with different motivations for listening to
different content.

•

Who is your avatar? Talk to them. The rest will emerge.

•

Who is your niche? Americans don’t use the term audiences, they only use the term ‘niche’

•

Once you work out your niche, the rest follows: style, format, logo etc.

FORMAT / STYLE
•

Will it include panel discussions, interviews, voxpops or a scripted narrative?

•

Will it be in the studio, include recreations, or on location?

•

Think about host positioning, talent choice, interview style.

Your audiences can be thought of as primary and secondary special interest audiences.
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Purpose Part Two:
Notes from the Podcast Movement 2017 Workshop ‘From Idea to Launch
and Beyond’, held by John Lee Dumas from Entrepreneurs on Fire.
John Lee Dumas’ main message is: “Create a funnel for your avatar to get them to the place where
you know they need that product/ service /community”.
It’s interesting that USA-based podcasters don’t talk audiences, they talk about their ‘niche’ or their
avatar. Servicing the niche solves a problem for them and will attract audiences.
Dumas asks us to think about what journey the listeners are taking and to think of it as a funnel of
awesome value you create from day one.
Here is his funnel formula for the listener journey, with quotes from a panel of podcasters:

1. Topic: ‘ZONE of FIRE’
o

Start with what is your ‘Zone of Fire’? In other words, what are your passions and
expertise? The cross over between the two is your zone of fire.

2. Define your AVATAR
o

Who is your ONE perfect listener? They are your avatar.

o

They are not a just a demographic. Here is how to define them:

▪

What do they love doing?

▪

What do they hate doing?

▪

What do they struggle with?

▪

What are their biggest pain points?

▪

What are their biggest dreams?

▪

What will you provide them that will help?

Content design for your avatar:
o

What problem are you solving for them?

o

Tell their story and show how you are going to help!

o

Talk to the that one person. What’s in it for them?

o

“Will they say ‘I can use that’”?
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Vanessa Merten from The Pregnancy Podcast suggested to try defining your niche in one
sentence. “Example … You are pregnant. There is so much info out there but you need to hear the
evidence-based info.” She reinforced, “Serve your audience, solve a problem…content has to
bring value to your audience… you also need to be thinking about the journey you are taking them
on”

Structural design for your avatar:
o

Podcast episode format and frequency - what does your Avatar want?

o

Topic based? Interview? Audio blog? Daily or weekly or series or seasons?

o

What’s possible for you to deliver given your schedule and other commitments?
o

e.g. Women with babies are 24 hours on call, they prefer short podcasts more
often.

o
o

e.g. History analysis buffs like longer episodes, but less frequently.

Podcast name and artwork is about the avatar. Use LARGE FONT so when it’s
reduced it is readable.

When your avatar hears your name, and sees your artwork they should have ZERO doubt
that your show IS MADE FOR THEM.

3. CREATE FREE VALUABLE, CONSISTENT CONTENT FOR THAT AVATAR
Giving your content a goal, or: nail your Calls to Action (CTAs) with 5 steps (applies to Business
ethos or a knowledge ethos):
a) Brainstorm a list of your calls to action (CTAs)
b) Record an intro and outro with specific language for each CTA
c) Take a disciplined approach to your CTAs. (Don’t overwhelm your audiences with
actions – stick to 1 or 2)
d) Think about what you want your audience to do as a result of listening to each episode
then plug in an appropriate CTA at the front and back of the show.
e) Rotate your CTA from show to show to keep audiences interested.
- This creates a SYSTEM so you are never left wondering what to do. You have an
organised strategy with CTAs.
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- It allows you to dive right into your show content without rambling at the beginning which
keeps your content clean and evergreen.
- It affords flexibility to change the CTA down the road.

Serve your audience … solve a problem.
Kara Lamerto, from The Wedding Planning Podcast, talked reinforced “giving content a goal – it’s
your call to action”. Both Vanessa and Kate spoke about when preparing for your episode: “get
straight into your episode topic, make the CTAs straight away.”
•

“No pre-show banter – get into the topic straight away”

•

“Experiment, but fail fast and keep going“

Regarding introducing the episode, Vanessa used bullet points. She suggests they are better than
scripts as it sounds more natural.
They reinforced “have a zero episode – content has to bring value to your audience. You need to be
thinking about the journey you are taking them on”
Alissa Daire Nelson (Maximize your strengths podcasts): “A lot of podcasts (80%) don’t get past
episode 8. People get super overwhelmed with production, they get frustrated because their
expectations haven’t been met, but mainly because the AVATAR wasn’t defined”. This is known as
‘podfading’.

4. Grow an AUDIENCE – ‘Call to Action’ (CTAs)
Sample CTAs: Drive to website to get resources, subscribe to newsletter with cool stuff, download
a freebie, videos etc. Search past episodes. Social media follows. Share with a friend who you
know will love it.
o

Host a launch party, think about WORK FLOW and practicalities

o

Interviewing – pre and post-recording

o

Host a listening party

5. ASK THE AUDIENCE WHAT THEY ARE STRUGGLING WITH
o

Have a contact me page - If you have a story, please be in touch, you can reach me
at…

o

Have Q & A capability.

o

Get ideas from your audience and build a relationship with them.
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6. Identify the most common challenge in the form of a product/service/community

How do you know you are okay at podcasting?
o

If listeners get 25 minutes into the audio – you are doing something right.

o

If you have more than 150 downloads per episode – ditto!
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Planning
Perhaps the most important stage of podcasting is the planning phase.

WHAT YOU NEED:
▪

Recording device (e.g. Zoom recorder)

▪

USB Microphones + computer (e.g. Yeti mic)

▪

iPhone/Android plus mic attachment

▪

Studio (gear and engineer)

EDITING SOFTWARE
▪

Audacity, Reaper, Audition, etc.

Your Work Flow - How to go from dreaming to doing?
How do other podcasters manage content scheduling?

There 2 methods:
I. Theming
a. Topic based example: Mon = writing, Tue = recording Wed = editing and
uploading.
b. Interview example: Mon = scheduling, Tues = recording and editing, Wed = show
notes
II. Batching
a. Chose one day a month you dedicate to write, record and edit 4 episodes.

Exercise: Create a system. Take inventory of what you do for a week, and categorise that into
daily, weekly, and once off tasks. Write out the steps - find your efficiencies, and start thinking
about what could be automated.
Note: The average timeline to produce one half-hour episode, with two producers, is two weeks.
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Production – Recording
•

Your goal is to produce the best recording levels (from the recorder & the environment).

•

Find a dead space or create one – this is a sound-proof (or near as you can get it) area.

•

If outside, use a ‘dead cat’ (windshield) on the mic.

•

Watch the waveform whilst recording. Adjust your levels so you are just nudging out of the
green into orange/red (this is commonly seen on all audio editing software).

•

Leave ‘headroom’, and don’t ‘clip’ (i.e. record too loud!) - it can’t be fixed. If recording too low
the volume may not be able to be boosted. Examples of waveforms from recordings below:

RECORDING THE AUDIO – Gear:
▪

ALWAYS have extra batteries on hand

▪

Zoom recorders for portability

▪

Shot-gun mics for outdoors

▪

Desk USB mics to plug into your laptop

▪

Pop filters, wind socks (aka dead cats) are useful for quality recording

▪

The Blue ‘Yeti’ is popular for panel discussions

FOR HIRE at Studio 757 – We have:
▪

The Yeti Kit (USB Blue Yeti mic + headphones)

▪

The H2 Kit (Zoom H2 + accessories + headphones)

▪

The H4N Kit (Zoom H4N + headphones)
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▪

The Audio Technica Kit (USB AT mic + headphones)

Louisa Lim’s students use: The Zoom H6 Portal Stereo Audio Recorder + Accessory Pack.
Arch Cuthbertson uses: The Zoom H2N or H4N Stereo Audio Recorder + Accessory Pack, Rode
Shotgun mics for outdoors, or the SENNHEISER MD46 Reporter Microphone.
Chris Hatzis recorded 9/11 vox pops in the USA on: The Zoom H1 Handy Portable Audio Recorder.
AFTRs recommends: Rode NTs (to record straight into computer).
Where to buy?
Check out Soundcorp in South Melbourne, and mention you’re from UniMelb:
https://www.soundcorp.com.au
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Interviewing & Talent Management

INTERVIEWING should include:
▪

Pre-interview (very important)

▪

The leveraging of unique moments. ‘Tell us about time when…’ (leverage an anecdote, a
teachable moment. Unique moments are GOLD!)

▪

‘Give us some tips about … ‘

TALENT MANAGEMENT:
▪

Rapport starts the minute you make contact to marketing and distribution.

▪

Preparation, Preparation, Preparation - for you and them. You can give them bullet points
you would like to talk about but we don’t allow for reading of scripts - only as security
prompts.

▪

It depends on format, but open-ended questions are a good approach, as is asking then to
share a story.

Jodie Flynn says:
▪

“Leverage unique moments …when an interviewee says ‘Jodie I’ve never shared that before’
it’s gold … this sets up your listeners for success.”

▪

“Get into their world…listen with curiosity… validate them as a human being”

How much of yourself do you put in the podcast? The feedback Jodie got from her community was
“we want to hear about your reflections on the interviewee’s answers.” But there will always be
people who want the opposite. Jodie Flynn echoed a sentiment that we adhere to:
“Appreciate their time to come and do the interview, as we are wired to reciprocate.”

Remember: Rapport starts the minute you make contact for information, during the pre-chat,
getting their bio, head shots etc. You set an expectation of: “get ready, this is going to be so much
fun!” and you will want to distribute this in your network too.
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▪

Involve the interviewee after the recording, to help with marketing. Send them things like
graphics and links they are free to use - Tweets etc. Also send them the metrics (the data on
how many listens you are getting per day).

Jodie suggested coaching your talent in the pre-chat so they can be concise and get right to the
story. Otherwise you can mitigate rambling with editing: i.e. you can fade up or fade down when
they are rambling, and paraphrase with your own voice over (VO).

TIPS FOR INTERVIEWING PEOPLE
1. Be prepared
2. Be genuinely interested in your guest
3. Have a very clear vision of what the podcast should be about, and follow that vision
4. Consult your guest before pursuing your agenda for the podcast
5. Wait a second or two before talking
6. Restrict the number of interruptions like “um”, “yeah”, “ah-hah” and “right”
7. Speak very clearly and at a pace that is easy to follow
8. Smile throughout the interview
9. Stay authentic
10. Give value to your listeners
11. Use closed-loop communication a lot – that is, reaffirm their answers in a statement to clarify
everything they’ve said.
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Learning to Listen

The brain is a filter. The microphone and speakers are not.
Image: bees are able to see UV-absorbing pigments in flowers, this is what attracts them to pollen.
We need to harness this sixth-sense and apply it to listening. Pretty soon your ear will be trained to
suss out podcast-perfect audio.
Exercise: when listening to your favourite podcasts, how many different sources of sound can you
hear? Think about voice over, sound effects, music, and more. Now go out into the real world and
apply the same exercise: how many sources of sound are there?
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Production – Editing
You’ve done your interview, recorded some great audio – now what next?
Choosing an editing program: Find what works for you. Options mentioned at the lecture are:
▪

Adobe Audition

▪

Audacity

▪

Reaper

▪

ProTools

Some are free, some are not. Audacity has the most basic layout, is free, and friendly to first
timers.
Keep in mind:
•

All editing programs have tools like ‘Select’, ‘Cut’, ‘Paste’, Alter gain, fades-ins & fade-outs,
fine control with dots etc.

•

And they have multi-track capability for each voice, music, effects etc.

•

The most important thing when editing is your mindset (Podcasting, like writing, is mainly
editing, editing, editing).
o

Some people close their eyes when they edit to help listening.

o

What seems hard at first will soon become habitual and mechanic.
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How the professionals do it:

Every separate track represents a new kind of sound: both the interviewer and interviewee’s voices
are separated, as is music, different sound effects, voice over, sponsored ad recordings, incidental
vs dramatized sound, and so on.

There are many tutorials on YouTube to teach you basic audio editing.

Exercise: When listening to a new podcast, take a guess at how many people are involved. Then
listen carefully to the credits (or look them up online) – were you close?
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Publishing – Hosts & Launch Ideas

YOUR LAUNCH CHECKLIST (courtesy of John Lee Dumas)
Note: It can take iTunes and Stitcher radio 24 to 72 hours to approve your RSS feed. Have 1 to 3
episodes ready to go before submitting.
Before you publish:
I.

Record an intro episode - introduce yourself and your show in 8 to 10 minutes. This is
episode 00.

II.

Have a “content bank” – maybe one month’s worth so you don’t fall behind.

III.

A recording schedule should be in place.

IV.

Set reminder emails to send to your guests.

V.

Have a strong Call to Action in each episode - drive them to a website, show notes,
resources etc.

VI.

Set up a social media scheduler for Twitter, Facebook, etc.

VII.

Make sure your podcast host (Libsyn, Stitcher, etc.) dashboard is set up.

Tips:
•

Episode number 00 is like the ‘about me’ page in audio format (the podcast is not about you,
it’s about the value to your listeners - but they need to know who you are. It’s like a friendly
“in the kitchen at a party” intro).

•

Show notes can include words for search engine optimisation (SEO), biographies of guests,
links, transcripts, an opt in pop-up for newsletter, and a contact us (so the audience can
reach out and give feedback).
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EXTRA NOTES – LAUNCH PARTY PROMOTION
A great way to distribute your podcast is the launch party. Get a launch team started – that is, invite
everyone involved in the podcast for an official launch. You’ll be telling people how to download and
subscribe to your podcast at the party.
Invite everyone, including your family and friends, and get them all to invite five people each. Those
people will be asked at the launch to listen to and rate your podcast, and to share it and give
feedback (and of course subscribe). They then send it to a friend, and they send it to another
friend, etc. etc.

The Launch Funnel: Friends (assisting with discovery) --> Strangers --> Future listeners (they try it)
--> Subscribers (become your regulars) --> Fans (your niche/key to future sponsors).

Extra handy tips for distribution:
•

You can re-purpose podcast content for YouTube, Facebook etc. Remember, you are
building community.

•

It’s possible to automate all social media posts and updates, every time you publish a new
episode.

•

Consider being a guest on other shows to help promote your podcast.

•

As mentioned, word of mouth is the most powerful tool in podcast discovery.

•

The biggest vacuum right now is curatorial and clustering of podcasts based on transcripts.
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Biggest Lessons Learned About Podcasting
At the Podcast Movement 2017, Jodi Flynn said: “It takes time [for podcasts] to ripen, it’s a long
game and a long-term commitment. But it has nice surprises”. Her biggest surprise? She has more
podcast downloads in London than the entire US.
Others at the conference, when asked about their biggest podcasting lesson, said:
▪

“Just start - it will evolve”

▪

“Just do it - start! You will learn fast by failing fast”

▪

“Build your community: lean on them when you need to”

▪

“It’s not overnight, It’s a marathon”

▪

“The rise of podcasts services as an important social movement in an infotainment age…
we are creating nation of ‘motivated self-learners’… that’s what we want”

▪

“Be on a mission to learn - swap show feedback. It’s not personal, it’s professional”

▪

“It takes 1-hour prep work for 1 minute of audio. It takes 10 work days to make one-episode
of Up Close”.

▪

“How to open a show: get straight into it. Within the first minute people want to know what
they get when they commit to listening”

▪

“Screen guests and pre-interview to help focus and flow”

▪

“It’s all about the mind-blowing moments, drama and twists”

▪

“I love it because … podcasting is a relationship with the audience…I must thank them, not
in how many people there are, but who they are”.

▪

“Podcasting destroyed the media gate keepers. The gate keepers are gone … there is no
bench marking … it’s democratic media revolution and it’s hardly started”

▪

“Podcasts have turned into books and films and animations”

▪

“Do your first five shows and throw them away - make your 6th show as the one that people
hear.”

▪

“Are you a journalist or a tour guide? Just start leave stuff on the edit room floor”

▪

“The voice does not lie - if you are stressed or not into it they can hear it”

▪

“Compared to radio, podcasting has a different relationship with the public …it’s a different
advertising space (it’s better). It’s a different listening experience and it’s more lean-in.
Commercial radio that’s not pushing off the antennae is actually late to the game … it’s the
democratisation of audio.”

Aaron Manke does a podcast called Lore. He didn’t set out to make a podcast. He had a day job in
writing about web development, but wanted to be a fiction writer, so he started writing in the
evenings. At one stage he thought about doing an audio book, but to cut a long story short a friend
suggested he make a podcast. Suddenly the downloads came in, the monetisation soon covered
his bills, and he was able to quit his day job.
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His advice:
•

Be consistent. Have a release schedule and stick to it: “listener expectations are your key to
success.”

•

Be prepared to tell a story that locks listeners into the A to B journey. “So, don’t wing it” plan out what to say, what topics, pace, goal, questions and journey.

•

Be respectful. People are (potentially) paying for your show, people have limited time and
attention. Don’t do banter before the show.

•

Customise your sponsor ads - don’t use the set ad copy, write something unique.

•

Be original. Learn technique from others, but break the mould.

•

Be focused.

•

“How high can you fly your podcast is a myth ... the sky is the limit”

Shanon Carson does brutally honest story telling that’s venerable and transparent.
He asked people “Why do you podcast?”, people said: to help people share knowledge, or because
they enjoy speaking, or that podcasting is therapy.
Shannon said: “I don’t want to be alone”. His advice? Put your all into it.
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Get In Touch With Us

To seek our advice, book studio time, hire an audio recording kit, and more, please email
podcasting-team@unimelb.edu.au
Don’t forget to check out our blog for podcasting tips and resources:
https://blogs.unimelb.edu.au/podhub/

Email us to join our mailing list, and stay in the loop about our latest meet-ups, training
opportunities, and lecture re-runs.
Remember, we’ll always have Berlin (aka External Relations) …
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